CAMSS35EX32.5
SHELTER SYSTEM

COMPACT YET VERSATILE
The CAMSS35EX32.5 is a great choice as a portable shelter dedicated for meetings and briefings. With the volume of floor
space available, as well as an open and well-lit interior, this shelter has proven to be more than suitable in numerous
applications. The CAMSS35EX32.5 is currently in use in Europe as NATO’s Combined Joint Task Force Headquarters, but this
system has also been very popular when utilized for conference rooms, recreation centers, classrooms, and command
centers. Measuring out to 35 feet wide by 32.5 feet long and 15 feet high, this shelter features ample room to fit any
purpose that requires a wide open area.

RISING TO THE CHALLENGE
Highly engineered and proven on the field, the
CAMSS35EX32.5 can easily withstand a combined 20
pound snow load and 70mph wind load. When utilizing
our High Wind Kit, the shelter performs in even more
extreme conditions and is rated to handle a 20-pound
snow load with a brutal 100mph wind load.

FULLY EQUIPPED
Everything you need to assemble and maintain
the CAMSS35EX32.5 is provided with this system
and it can be erected in less than two hours by a
trained crew of six personnel. As a complete
system, this shelter comes standard with lighting,
outlets, a power distribution panel, HVAC ports,
one hard personnel door, two windows in each
end, a spares and repair kit, and assembly tools.
The included Extreme Weather Kit allows
operation in temperatures ranging from -55 to
125 degrees Fahrenheit, while the airsock and
plenum assist in the even distribution of cooler or
warmer air as necessary. Additional doors or
vehicle doors are optional add-ons, as are
easily-installable hard floor panels. Connector
boots can be made available as well, which allow
complexing with other CAMSS Shelters, TEMPER
Tents, and standard military tents.

QUOTES & ORDERING
Available on GSA Contract and DLA
GSA Contract No. GS-07F-0029L
800 984 7678
shelters@camss.com
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CAMSS Shelters
P.O. Box 2459
Kirkland, WA 98083

CAGE Code: 1M7W1
Business Size: Small

